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Dear Exhibitors and Visitors,

W

e are faced with a unique year.

We have a busy schedule. Apart from our well-known and popular

In the year that has just pas-

self-organised events, we will be hosting two events of such great

sed, we had to overcome ne-

significance that far transcends national borders. The International

ver-before experienced difficulties. Not

Eucharistic Congress and the One with Nature World of Hunting and

only did the pandemic change the day-

Nature Exhibition will truly put the HUNGEXPO Budapest Congress

to-day lives of people, it also completely

and Exhibition Center to the test.

transformed the economy, including the
event-hosting and exhibition sector.

HUNGEXPO continues to do the utmost to minimise the epidemio-

Four HUNGEXPO exhibitions, the CON

compiled over the last year and the new entrance rules introduced

STRUMA, HOMEDesign and INDUSTRY

in the premises of the Exhibition Center will help our partners feel as

DAYS – AUTOMOTIVE HUNGARY exhibi-

safe as possible at our site.

logical risk in the hosting of its events. The POST COVID Handbook

tions were hosted amidst changed circumstances. Yet we still successfully organised the events, in observance of all the safety regulations and with the cooperation of our
partners. The participants agreed that re-launching of the economy
depends, amongst other things, on whether companies can find

The company that chooses to exhibit is one which trusts in the
future. We certainly do and we look forward to seeing many of you
at HUNGEXPO! I wish You all a successful year and many lucrative
business deals!

such networking opportunities in these difficult times.
The year to come is also special in that we had to start organizing
events without knowing for certain what the future has in store.
Gábor GANCZER

However, one thing is for certain – in 2021, we can welcome exhibitors and visitors alike at our renewed Exhibition Center.

www.hungexpo.hu

info@hungexpo.hu
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Apart from market-leading companies and the biggest distributed in-

onal demonstrations and the usual recurring events, visitors will also

ternational brands, the event will again feature all the key domes-

be treated to a number of popular attractions in 2021. The event will

tic machine manufacturing operators and place great emphasis on

feature Hungary’s top hunters, who will be sharing their experiences.

input (seeds and other propagating materials, pesticides, fertilizers,

Visitors can also meet the top angling champions of the country, who

and pest relief substances), logistics, agro-electronics, measurement

will share tips and tricks with audiences.

technology and automation.

Concurrent events:

n 2021, thanks to the development of the Hungexpo site, AGROmashEXPO, the most prestigious and largest domestic agricultural
industry exhibition will showcase practically the entire spectrum of

the domestic machine industry in renewed and brand new pavilions.

he Carpathian Basin’s most prominent fishing, hunting and arms
event will take place for the 28th time in 2021.
FeHoVa is the region’s most significant hunting expo and the

greatest Hungarian event among fishing shows. Apart from professi-

30th BUDAPEST BOAT SHOW
Caravan Salon

THEMES
• AGRICULTURAL MACHINES,

THEMES
• AGRICULTURAL ELECTRONICS,

EQUIPMENT AND DEVELOPMENTS

MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY,

• ANIMAL HUSBANDRY DEVICES AND

DIAGNOSTICS, AUTOMATION

DEVELOPMENTS

• AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION

• AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS

• WORK PROTECTION, WORK WEAR

• FORESTRY AND FORESTRY

• AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

MACHINERY
• SEEDS AND OTHER PROPAGATION
MATERIALS

• AGRICULTURAL-ENVIRONMENT
MANAGEMENT AND REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

• CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

www.agromashexpo.hu

agromashexpo@hungexpo.hu

ARMS
• Antique and modern firearms
• Hunting and sport firearms
• Knives, foldable knives, daggers, bows
• Ammunitions
• Optics
• The arms and equipment of law
enforcement agencies and security
forces
HUNTING
• Clothing
• Accessories
• Off-road vehicles
• Ornamental wares, applied art works
• Hunting tourism

www.fehova.hu

• Forest and wildlife management
• Wild game animal feed, fodder
• Federations, organisations,
associations, schools
FISHING
• Boili fishing and sport angling
equipment
• Lure fishing equipment
• Feeder matchfishing equipment
• Matchfishing
• Angler garments, supplementary
equipment, clothing
• Fishing tourism
• Angling associations, organizations

fehova@hungexpo.hu
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THEMES

THEMES

021 will see doors opening at the 30th Budapest Boat Show, which over the last three decades has not only become the biggest
landlocked harbour in Hungary and the grand season-opening
event of boating and water sports, but also one of the most significant
domestic boating gatherings. Thanks to the developments at Hungexpo, instead of the previous Pavilions F and G, the Budapest Boat Show
has been moved to the newly built, modern, column-free Pavilions E
and H. This allows visitors to survey the entire domestic boat supply
in fitting surroundings along with the top innovations of the past one
year as well as the wares of companies dealing with water sports and
related equipment and services.
In 2021 the exhibition will be hosted concurrently with FeHoVa Fishing, Hunting and Arms International Exhibition and Caravan Salon.

• SAIL, MOTOR AND ELECTRIC BOATS
• EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES
• SHIP-BUILDING MATERIALS,
PAINTS, VARNISHES
• WATER SPORTS WEAR
• YACHT CHARTER, BOAT RENTAL
• PORTS AND HARBOR SOLUTIONS,
PORT SERVICES
• BOAT INSURANCE, BOAT LEASING

RELATED EQUIPMENT
• JET-SKI, WATER SKI, WAKEBOARD
AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
• DIVING EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES,
CLOTHING
• AUTHORITIES, ASSOCIATIONS,
ORGANISATIONS, PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALS
• PREMIUM PRODUCTS AND

• EDUCATION, COURSES

SERVICES, BOATING GIFT

• WINDSURF, SURF, KITESURF AND

ARTICLES

www.boatshow.hu

boatshow@hungexpo.hu

he CONSTRUMA assortment of exhibitions is Hungary’s prominent professional forum that covers the entire spectrum of home creation from
construction and building engineering to interior design. Thanks to its
complexity and dual target groups (B2B and B2C) it is unique in the Central
Eastern European region.
In 2021, the members of the assortment of home creation exhibitions will
include: CONSTRUMA, HUNGAROTHERM and HOMEDesign.
The “flagship” of the leading assortment of construction industry and homemaking exhibitions, CONSTRUMA, will be the professional summit of the
Hungarian construction industry for the 40th time. Its focus is on sustainability and digitalization. The exhibition features all the themes tied to construction and renewal: from construction materials to windows and doors, through
insulation and construction machines to tools, devices and procedures. The
latest technology is guaranteed by the presence of the domestic and international brands of manufacturers. The event enjoys wide-ranging professional
support and is accompanied by a rich conference schedule.

• CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY,
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
• DOORS AND WINDOWS, GATES,

• LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY, BUILDING
ELECTRICITY (ELECTROLIGHT)
• BUILDING ENGINEERING,

SHADING TECHNOLOGY, GLASS

RENEWABLE ENERGY

INDUSTRY (FRONTAL)

(HUNGAROTHERM)

• ROOFING, TINNING INDUSTRY
(DACH-TECH)

• INTERIOR DECORATION, DESIGN
(HOME DESIGN)

• WATER, HEAT, SOUND INSULATION,
FACADE CONSTRUCTION (INTER
-ISOLA)

www.construma.hu

construma@hungexpo.hu

H

UNGAROTHERM is the greatest Hungarian muster of building
services engineering, organized bi-annually as part of the
CONSTRUMA homemaking assortment of exhibitions. The ex-

hibition’s strongest theme is heating and ventilation technology, yet
apart from the increasing presence of solar power technology, the themes of renewable energy (RENEO) and related fields of building services engineering and their innovations are also increasingly highlighted.
Apart from the presence of manufacturers, the top quality professional
accompanying programs are of great appeal for visitors. In 2021, the
qualifying rounds of an international water, gas and heating installation
competition will take place at the exhibition.
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HOMEDesign, Hungary’s largest exhibition of home decoration and interior design has enjoyed a rising popularity with exhibitors and visitors year by year. As part
of the CONSTRUMA assortment of exhibitions, it covers all the themes
related to the interiors of homes from furniture and coverings, kitchen technology upto interior design counselling. The latest domestic
design trends are covered by Hungarian Design stand (the works of
young designers). The professional segment of the exhibition is reinforced by the conference of the FABUNIO Hungarian Wood and Furniture Industry Union, along with professional events, demonstrations
and the project coordinated by the National Association of Interior
Designers that presents new professional trends with furnishing special interiors in the exhibition.

THEMES
• RENEO - RENEWABLE ENERGY,
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

THEMES
• SEWERAGE, WASTEWATER
TREATMENT

• KITCHEN TECHNOLOGY A-Z
• LARGE HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

• DESIGN ACCESSORIES,
ORNAMENTS

• HEATING TECHNOLOGY

• ASSEMBLY TECHNOLOGY

• FURNITURE

• HOME TEXTILE

• COOLING TECHNOLOGY

• MEASUREMENT, CONTOL AND

• FURNITURE INDUSTRY AND

• HOME ILLUMINATION

• AIR, VENTILLATION, CLIMATE
TECHNOLOGY
• SANITATION TECHNOLOGY
• PUMPS, WATER TREATMENT
DEVICES

www.hungarotherm.hu

REGULATING DEVICES
• CITY DEVELOPMENT (REAL

INTERIOR DESIGN RAW MATERIALS
• BATHROOM & WELLNESS

ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, URBAN

• FIREPLACES, STOVES

INFRASTRUCTURE)

• STAIRS, RAILINGS

• CITY MANAGEMENT

hungarotherm@hungexpo.hu

• ENTERTAINING ELECTRONICS
• INTERIOR DESIGN PLANNING,
ADVICE
• SERVICES

• COATINGS

www.otthon-design.hu

otthondesign@hungexpo.hu

H

ungary’s number one tourism fair, the Travel exhibition, will be
awaiting the professionals and travel lovers for the 44th occasion
in 2021. In the current pandemic situation, the event will play
an extremely important role in relaunching the Hungarian tourism and
boosting the sector. This event will provide an unparalleled forum for
tourism players to share their experiences and good practices, make
business and meet the audience.
In 2021, on Travel exhibition a strong emphasis will be placed on domestic destinations, travel and service providers, for whom we will
provide a target group who have a disposable income, travel regularly
and prefer active recreation.
In 2021, Travel exhibition will once again be accompanied by several
programs, such as Unwalked Paths Festival and Africa Expo Budapest.

THEMES
• CATERING SERVICE PROVIDERS

• TRAVEL AGENCIES

• THEMATIC TOURISM (ACTIVE,

• MAYOR’S OFFICES, LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
• PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
COMPANIES

www.utazas.hungexpo.hu

cturing and Welding Technology and the 8th INDUSTRY DAYS International Industrial Trade Exhibition will return to the HUNGEXPO Budapest

Congress and Exhibition Center on 10-13 May 2021.
The exhibitions represent Hungary’s greatest and most significant industrial
business event featuring all the latest products and services at the same time
and place, including cutting-edge technology and systems from the fields of
the machine industry, tool industry, industrial electronics, automation, robotics, the supplier industry and logistics. In 2021, the professional exhibitions
which offer complex solutions for small, mid-size and large enterprises will
be accompanied by a rich conference schedule in cooperation with state and
professional partners. Exhibitors and visitors can receive first-hand information on professional trends while utilising the synergies between industries.

THEMES

• TOURISM BUREAUS
• ACCOMMODATION SITES

T

he 15th MACH-TECH International Trade Exhibition for Machine Manufa-

RECREATIONAL, FESTIVAL,
GASTRONOMY, RELIGIOUS, ETC.)
• FOREIGN COUNTRIES
• HUNGARIAN TOURIST REGIONS
• PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS

utazas@hungexpo.hu

MACH-TECH
• Metalworking machines and machine
construction components
• Factory automation
• Binding technology equipment and tools
• Robotics
• Heat treatment equipment and coating
machines
• Surface treatment and surface protection
• Corrosion-resistant structural materials
• WELD-TECH - Metal and plastic welding
• Industrial material inspection
• Tool and device manufacturing
• Machine maintenance and diagnostics
• Quality assurance, measuring technology
• Software in the machine industry
• Industrial cleaning technology
• SUBCON - supplier industry

www.iparnapjai.hu

INDUSTRY DAYS
• INDUSTRIAUTOMATION –process automation,
security technology, industrial electronics,
electrotechnology, building automation, system
integration
• FLUIDTECH - fluid technology
• CHEMTECH - chemical, plastic, rubber industry
• LOGEXPO - industrial logistics, material
handling, storage
• 3D printing
• ENERGEXPO - energetics, energy management
• VÉDŐHÁLÓ Budapest - labour safety, fire safety,
security
• Industrial environmental protection
• Further industrial services – medical devices,
telecommunications
• Research + Development, innovation
• Financial operators

iparnapjai@hungexpo.hu
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THEMES

THEMES

he HOMEDesign Autumn Homemaking Exhibition and Fair is focused on the interior of homes. This autumn event for interior
design presents a wide range of quality and design products,
activities, counselling and demonstrations. The exhibition basically
creates a forum for the general public to map out market innovations
in the autumn in order creating or renewing their home’s interior. Additionally, the exhibition provides programme for professional visitors
(interior designers and decorators) with conferences, workshops and
demonstrations. The exhibition’s special trade partner is the FABUNIO
Hungarian Wood and Furniture Industry Union, which, beyond professional meetings, contributes to the range of features on offer with a
number of special demonstrations. The exhibition also provides an opportunity for a wider range of creative industry: the range of exhibitors
at the event include young furnish-, fabric designers as well.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FURNITURE
KITCHEN
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
BATHROOM
WELLNESS
HEATING-, AIR-, VENTILLATIONAND CLIMATE TECHNOLOGY
FIREPLACES, STOVES
STAIRS, RAILINGS
SHADING TECHNOLOGY
DOORS AND WINDOWS
PARTITION SYSTEMS
SECURITY TECHNOLOGY
COATINGS
WALL PAINTS, DECORATIVE PAINTS

www.osz.otthon-design.hu

• ORNAMENTAL PROFILES,
COVERINGS
• DESIGN ACCESSORIES,
DECORATIONS
• ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
• DECORATIVE MATERIALS,
HOUSEHOLD LINEN
• HOME HOMELIGHTING
TECHNOLOGY
• ENTERTAINING ELECTRONICS
• SMART HOME
• HOME GYM, MACHINES, DEVICES
• INTERIOR DESIGN PLANNING,
ADVICE, SOFTWARE
• SERVICES

osz.otthondesign@hungexpo.hu

he AUTOMOTIVE HUNGARY International Trade Exhibition for
Automotive Industry Suppliers will take place for the 9th time. In
addition to domestic car factories, the event will feature suppliers, component manufacturers, the representatives of manufacturing
process and supplier services, automotive industry units and systems,
manufacturers and distributors of automotive components and systems, SI companies, industry-related service providers and the representatives of the educational industry tied to the automotive industry.
The event presents the sector-specific matrix for the automotive industry that includes various elements tied to electronics, IT, software,
machinery, plastic industry, glass industry, chemical industry and the
composite industry. The exhibition enjoys wide-ranging professional
and state support, making it possible to organize conferences, supplier forums and the TECHTOGETHER student competition.

• VEHICLE PRODUCTION

• FACTORY PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

• MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AND

• INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

SUPPLIER SERVICES
• AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY UNITS AND
SYSTEMS
• AUTOMOTIVE INFORMATION

• BUSINESS SERVICES
• HUMAN RESOURCES
• ALTERNATIVE DRIVE AND ELECTRIC
CHARGING

TECHNOLOGY

www.automotivexpo.hu

automotivexpo@hungexpo.hu

